SINOPSIS NAUGHTY DINO EPISOD: 1 - 13
EPSOD 01 : ONCE UPON A TIME IN STONE AGE
Pop and Pim is hatched from the same egg. Pop and Pim are considered twin. Pim is a naughty baby dinosaur, while the
brother Pop is a smart dinosaur. In this episode Pim and Pop personal characteristic and interest is introduce. In this episode
The character of Grandpa Pam which the step grandfather for Pim and Pop.
EPISOD 02 : Pim
Pop invented a sophisticated device to catch food. The device caught the interest of the other dinosaur for its efficiency in
catching food. But the trap must be left for the whole night. A day after the device has proven its efficiency, weird things
happen. The trap is empty although it has caught something. The same things happen day after day. From his investigation,
he suspected that something big has mess with the device. Kurik try to get help from the other dinosaur to catch the
monster but he later found out that the monster they saw is the naughty Pim.
EPISOD 03 : Abubu
Pim and Pop are walking around their neighbourhood. The curious Pim want to look at what in the forbidden area told by
his grandfather. Reaching the border Pim and Pop heard a weird noise coming from the big rocks in the forbidden area. Pop
is afraid to go further but his brother Pim has already come into the area. Pop run home and tell his grandpa the whole
thing. Meanwhile in the forbidden area, Pim saw a group of weird creatures he had never seen before. The weird creatures
are the cavemen.
EPISOD 04 : FOOD HUNTING
On the first day of school Pim , Pop and the other students learn the importance of eating healthy food. Miss Latifah teaches
them the way to catch food effectively. The students are giventheir first assignment `Searching for food’ In the assignment
anyone who bring big and heakthy food before the end of the day will be given full marks. Pop is the first who come up with
a big fish. When the school period is almost over, Pim still didn’t show up. Miss Latifah and the other student are wondering
what happen to Pim . Five minutes before the school end. Pim suddenly appear with big and delicious grill meat. The teacher
gave him full marks. Pop is puzzled and jealous because he thought he would win and get the full mark.
EPISOD 05 : GRANDPA'S STORY
Grandpa Pam brings Pim and Pop for a picnic at a waterfall. There, Grandpa Pam tell his experience facing the cavemen and
how he was awarded the Black stone medal (Dinosaur biggest honour) for saving the villagers from the cavemen. While they
was talking they are not aware that two cavemen are watching them from the bush waiting to catch them. Meanwhile, Pim
are happily swimming and catching fish in the pond. While he was swimming, Grandpa Pam and Pop are attack by the
cavemen. While the human are chasing Pim and Grandpa Pam, Pim accidentally pull one of the humans’ leg into the water.
The cavemen who didn’t know how to swim ask for his friends help. Pop and Grandpa Pam run away while Pim laugh when
he saw the cavemen drowning. The other caveman is crying when he cannot help his friend from drowning. Pim
sympathised with the cavemen and help him. The cavemen promise that they will never disturb him again.
EPISOD 06 : HOT SUN
Hot season has arrived, all the dinosaur and cavemen are worried for the lack of water. The cavemen went to find water in a
well. Pim accidentally walk into the cavemen’s village. But he is lucky that the cavemen he saved before give him food and
drink. After he is full , Pim return to his home. He is shock to find that all the other dinosaur are weak and thirsty. Pim ask to
play but Pop decline, as he is thirsty. Pim then takes them to the cavemen’s village to find some water. The cavemen are
afraid and hide when all the dinosaur walk into their village.
EPISOD 07 : THE EVIL CARNIVORUS
Pim and Pop received a mysterious gift from a stranger. It is a few mysterious beans. Pop plants his while Pim throw it away.
The next day a carnivore plant has grown. The plant is so cute and eats only insects. But it grows too fast and started
attacking everybody. Pop want to cut it down but the cries of the plant make him stops. Pop has to think of a way to destroy
the plan.
EPISOD 08 : WOW! WHAT A LONG NECK!!
Pim accidentally met a group of long neck. He befriends a young long neck name Adik . While they are playing they share
many experience and stories together. Suddenly Adik fell into a hole. Pim try to help but he also fell into the hole. Then Adiks’
mother come to the rescue.
EPISOD 09 : EERIE CAVE
Pim and Pop went for a walk and saw smoke coming out from a cave. When they look into it they saw something scary that
frightened them. The next day Pim and Pop went back into the cave, this time they bring their carnivore plant along. They
later find out that the cave is the cavemen new home.
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EPISOD 10 : IT'S SO CUTE!
Pim and Pop have found a baby caveman. Pim loves it so much and refuse to send it back. All the dinosaur want to send it
back but Pim refuse. Pop got an idea and take the baby slowly while Pim is sleeping and take him back to the cavemen’s’
village. In the journey he face many obstacles such as cavemen’s attack and others. Finally he succeed in returning the baby
to the village head.
EPISOD 11 : MY STRONG IDOL
Pim and Pop walk in the park when they heard a loud thundering noise. They went to check and saw T Rex and
Megalosaurus getting ready for a fight. Pim admires their strength. Pop guess that Megalosaurus will win while the other
think that T Rex will win. In the end T Rex win and this embarrassed Pop. Pim on the other hand is dreaming of becoming as
strong as T Rex
EPISOD 12 : HURRICANE!
Their home is in chaos when a typhoon attacks them. Pim and pop goes to investigate and find a way to stop it. They ask
help from the giant dinosaurs’ to stop the cavemen from burning in their home to stop the typhoon.
EPISOD 13 : FIRE!
Pim and Pop are listening to a story from Grandpa pam. Suddenly they saw a glimpse of light from the trees. Pim chase the
lights everywhere when suddenly it disappeared and when re appears it shows red light as a sign of warning. Pop warns his
brother of disturbing the lights but Pim won’t listen and get chase by the lights. Pim and Pop run into their own area. Pop
trick the light to follow Pim and ask Pim to ask for the cavemen’s’ help. Pim run through the village. Pop thought that
cavemen have been attack by the light but he is surprised to see that the light have been caught and the cavemen uses it as
their light in the night.

- END -
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